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Eventually, you will agreed discover a other experience and ﬁnishing by spending more cash. yet when? pull oﬀ you acknowledge that
you require to get those all needs gone having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to comprehend even more approximately the globe, experience, some places, behind history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your totally own era to aﬀect reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Whisper Of Evil Bishop Special Crimes
Unit 5 Kay Hooper below.

5FQEEC - PETTY DILLON
New York Times bestselling author Kay
Hooper delivers once again with this
chilling novel in which the Special Crimes
Unit sends a Haven operative undercover
to catch a charismatic killer who promises
his victims heaven in exchange for more
than their lives. . . Young, vulnerable, attractive, Tessa Gray looked like the perfect
victim. Which was why Noah Bishop of the
FBI’s Special Crimes Unit recruited the
novice operative to use as bait for a killer
hidden inside the Church of the Everlasting Sin–a fortiﬁed mountain compound
where at least two women have already
been murdered in ways that defy explanation. By entering the cult’s compound, Tessa will expose herself to the dark magnetism of its leader and his fanatically loyal followers. Once she’s inside, no one, not
even Bishop or the town’s chief of police,
can guarantee she’ll come out alive. And
not even Tessa knows if she’s strong
enough to resist the lure of a killer who is
less than human.
THE NEW BISHOP/SCU NOVEL After years
away, Jessie Rayburn has ﬁnally returned
home—unwelcomed—to a town of menacing whispers: Baron Hollow, North Carolina. It’s as though she never left. That’s
why she’s so afraid. She left behind her estranged sister, Emma, who has her own secrets to protect. But Emma is afraid to reveal what’s really troubling her and keeping her awake—strange dreams of women
being murdered, brutally, viciously. Now,
in this conspiracy of silence, Emma’s bad
dreams are becoming more real than ever.
Even with the help of Noah Bishop, cofounder of Haven, the group of psychic investigators that Jessie works for, Jessie and Emma fear they won’t be able to outrun the
secrets buried in Baron Hollow—or the evil
targeting them one last time.
Sometimes evil lingers so close, you can
feel it.... Seattle police sketch artist Maggie Barnes has an extraordinary gift. She
listens as traumatized crime victims describe their ordeals — and then uses those
horrifying recollections to draw dead-on
sketches of the assailants. Some cops

think Maggie is telepathic, that she can actually enter the victims’ minds. Only Maggie knows the truth behind her rare talent
... and she isn’t telling. But her secret may
be exposed when a madman seizes Seattle in his terrifying grip. He abducts women and blinds them, leaving them barely
alive. The police have one hope: the lone
victim who might recover her sight. But
they don’t know that Maggie has her own
dark connection to the monster — an eerie
link that may stretch back to a string of unsolved murders. To stop the escalating terror, Maggie will have to push her abilities
to the breaking point — even if it means
confronting a predator whose powers
seem to have no bounds....
Lucas Jordan has an extraordinary psychic
skill that police all over the country ﬁnd invaluable: he locates missing people. And
since being recruited by Noah Bishop for
his FBI Special Crimes Unit, Lucas has
learned to hone his remarkable ability so
that what he does seems little short of
miraculous. He's called in on what appear
to be a series of ordinary kidnappings-for-ransom, but almost immediately Lucas
realizes the situation is far from ordinary -and more deadly than anything he's ever
faced before. Because a brilliant, twisted
madman is out to win a sick game, matching his wits against the best hunter he can
ﬁnd: Lucas.
New York Times bestselling author Kay
Hooper takes us to the outer reaches of
fear in Blood Ties, as the Special Crimes
Unit is targeted by a monster intent on destroying both Noah Bishop and his people.
A series of grisly murders has left a trail of
blood across three states, bringing the Special Crimes Unit to a small Tennessee
town. There, two more brutal killings lure
Noah Bishop and the SCU into what may
be the ultimate trap, and lead Special
Agent Hollis Templeton into a dangerous
attraction—and a serial murder investigation that turns very, very personal. In her
time with the SCU, Hollis has shown an uncanny ability to survive even the deadliest
attacks. But what she can’t know is that
this killer intends to destroy the team from

within. As the body count climbs, and Bishop and his agents race to uncover the true
identity of their enemy, not even their special senses can warn them just how
bloody, and how terrifyingly close, the
truth will be.
To catch this killer, she must break every
rule and cross every line. Out Of The Shadows A picture-perfect Tennessee town has
just become a monster's hunting ground.
Two bodies are found tortured to death. A
third person goes missing. What little evidence is left behind deﬁes all explanation.
Is the terror just beginning? Or have the
good citizens of Gladstone harbored a dark
secret for a long time? Sheriﬀ Miranda
Knight is determined to make her small
town safe once more. And she does what
she swore she would never do: involve FBI
proﬁler Noah Bishop. He's the one man
who knows about her unique abilities, and
that knowledge almost destroyed her and
her sister years ago. Now, as Bishop arrives with his team of agents, Miranda
must learn to trust him and use her abilities once more. For they're about to go on
the hunt for a killer whose madness has no
bounds, a killer who knows exactly how to
destroy Miranda: by preying on her sister.
Succesful as both a top model and, secretly, a bestselling novelist, Danica Morgan refuses Bay Spencer's oﬀer to star in his
next movie, but his persistence weakens
her resolve as it stirs her emotions.
A desperate underground war with the survival of millions at stake looms in the electrifying conclusion of the New York Times
bestselling Bishop Files Trilogy. Tasha Solomon's world turned upside-down when the
psychic abilities she had tried so hard to
live with in secret suddenly made her a target stalked by unseen enemies. John
Brodie is by nature, by training, and by instinct a Guardian. He is a member of an intricate and secretive network of individuals who have devoted their lives to the
deadly struggle of saving psychics in danger of being taken or being killed. It is a
war very few other people even know exists, and yet its tentacles stretch deeply
and dangerously into every aspect of socie-
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ty. Tasha has abilities not even she is
aware of, abilities that the other side
would give virtually all they possess to destroy. And if being hunted like an animal
were not bad enough she has to learn how
to become a warrior in a battle she did not
choose, to save people she does not know,
and possibly even the very world around
her. If John Brodie can keep her alive long
enough.
Set on the Caribbean coast of South America, this love story brings together Fermina
Daza, her distinguished husband, and a
man who has secretly loved her for more
than ﬁfty years.
Kay Hooper is the brightest new star of suspense ﬁction. Now the New York Times
bestselling author who’s built a reputation
for keeping her readers’ pulse in the red
zone delivers a thriller that will stun the
senses--all six of them. This time a psychic
special agent and a gritty cop must stop a
brutal killer with a chilling M.O. and an unstoppable...Sense of Evil. The victims are always the same: beautiful, successful, and
blond. Someone was able to coax these intelligent and conﬁdent women away from
safety. Someone was able to gain their
trust long enough to do the unthinkable.
Their shocking murders have terriﬁed the
inhabitants of a small, peaceful town
where such heinous crimes are simply not
supposed to happen. Police Chief Rafe Sullivan knows he has to ﬁnd answers fast before another woman is lured to her death-but Sullivan literally doesn’t have a clue.
And when the FBI sends one of their top
proﬁlers to help, he’s more than a little surprised that his new partner is nothing like
the straight-by-the-book “suit” he expects.Special Agent Isabel Adams is tough,
fearless, determined, and every bit Sullivan’s equal. She’s also psychic. And
blond.Skeptical of his new partner’s ability
to get inside the mind of a killer, Sullivan
can’t deny that Isabel has tuned in to the
killer’s wavelength, is following the twisted
thoughts of a murderer obsessed with
stalking, seduction, and death. But in getting so close, Isabel has set herself up as
the next victim. Now, with time running
out, she and Rafe will ﬁnd themselves
forced to take the greatest risk of all, because this psychopath is playing for keeps
and Isabel is the perfect trophy. Unable to
turn back, Isabel may have already gone
too far. Smart, savvy, and conﬁdent, she
may ﬁnd that the very qualities that have
kept her alive could turn out to be her undoing. For Isabel has entered the world of
a cold-blooded monster who kills without
mercy and eludes every sense but
one...the sense of evil.
When he is invited to Sir Walter Ralegh's
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country estate to join the gathering of a secret society known as the School of the
Night, Dr Simon Forman readily agrees.
And his arrival is eagerly awaited since he
will be bringing with him what is supposedly a powerful aphrodisiac, and there is no
shortage of volunteers to try it out. But
there are those with another use for a substance which can easily be contaminated
with poison, from a young woman with a
wealthy old husband, to an unknown killer
intent on destroying Simon Forman. But
who could hold such a poisonous grudge?
One thing's for certain: Simon must ﬁnd
out fast before not only his reputation, but
his life, is destroyed.
Haunted by a twenty-year-old unsolved
crime, FBI agent Quentin Hayes attempts
to put the mystery to rest and is joined by
Diana Brisco, a woman struggling to unlock the meaning of her nightmares about
a long-vanished child.
From New York Times bestselling author
Kay Hooper comes a novel of suspense,
mystery, and seduction that begins at the
scene of a crime—and brings a man and
woman together in a dangerous partnership that could cost them everything. …
What she was doing was immoral, illegal,
and could easily get her killed—but Troy
Bennett wasn’t apologizing to anyone.
She’d been caught red-handed in the middle of a felony and she couldn’t have
picked a more dangerous man to be holding her fate in his hands. Not that straitlaced businessman Dallas Cameron intended to turn her over to the law. He had far
more devious intentions for the sexy cat
burglar. He planned to uncover the secrets
of this complex and mysterious woman
who broke into homes and yet had connections with Interpol, who rejected his interest but seduced him at every turn. Thief,
security expert, art aﬁcionado, Washington, D.C., hostess to the rich, famous, and
immensely powerful—who was Troy Bennett? Would answering that question take
Dallas over the line he always drew between good and evil and plunge both of
them into the darker side of desire?
New York Times bestselling author Kay
Hooper takes readers on a terrifying manhunt for a serial killer even the Special
Crimes Unit may not be able to stop. Dani
Justice knows all about monsters. They
haunt her dreams—and her life. But she
never expected to ﬁnd herself on the trail
of a real ﬂesh-and-blood predator so cunning that he’s eluded the best law enforcement could send against him; and so deadly that he doesn’t hesitate to kill even a senator’s daughter. Or a cop. Dani doesn’t
want to hunt this killer, but she doesn’t
have a choice. She alone commands a

weapon powerful enough to stop him. And
she knows something even Bishop of the
FBI’s Special Crimes Unit doesn’t know.
Dani knows how the hunt ends. It ends in
ﬁre. And blood. And death. What she doesn’t know is who will survive.
After a series of murders in which the victims are all blondes who did not resist
their attacker, police chief Rafe Sullivan
calls in the FBI for assistance and is concerned by the atypical methods of the responding agent, Isabel Adams.
Lady Joanna Ware has no desire to wed
again but that doesn't stop the ﬂurry of suitors knocking on her door. Desperate to
thwart another proposal, Joanna brazenly
kisses Arctic explorer Alex, Lord Grant. Unable to deny the blazing attraction that
ﬂares, Joanna knows she's just set the gossip mill turning. After suﬀering countless inﬁdelities during her marriage, she's accustomed to scandal. But nothing prepares
her for the shocking news that her deceased husband has bequeathed his illegitimate child to her and his friend Alex. As
rumors run rampant in the ton, Joanna and
Alex travel to the Arctic to claim the orphan. Battling blizzards, dangerous wildlife
and a treacherous plot, Alex must protect
Joanna, but not before he wickedly seduces her….
“Thought-provoking—a must read for [everyone] seeking a ﬁrm grasp of accurate
American history." —Kirkus (starred review) Brilliant, readable, and raw. Maj.
(ret.) Danny Sjursen, who served combat
tours in Iraq and Afghanistan and later
taught history at West Point, delivers a
true epic and the perfect companion to
Howard Zinn’s A People’s History of the
United States. Sjursen shifts the lens and
challenges readers to think critically and
to apply common sense to their understanding of our nation's past—and present—so we can view history as never before.
A True History of the United States was inspired by a course that Sjursen taught to
cadets at West Point, his alma mater. With
chapter titles such as "Patriots or Insurgents?" and "The Decade That Roared and
Wept", A True History is accurate with respect to the facts and intellectually honest
in its presentation and analysis. • Essential reading for every American with a conscience. • Meticulously researched, Sjursen
provides a more complete sense of history
and encourages readers to view our country objectively. • Sjursen’s powerful storytelling reveals balanced portraits of key
ﬁgures and the role they played. "Sjursen
exposes the dominant historical narrative
as at best myth, and at times a lie . . . He
brings out from the shadows those who
struggled, often at the cost of their own
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lives, for equality and justice. Their stories,
so often ignored or trivialized, give us examples of who we should emulate and
who we must become." —Chris Hedges, author of Empire of Illusion and America: The
Farewell Tour
Psychic investigator Lucas Jordan, sought
after by police throughout the nation for
his ability to locate missing people, responds to what seems to be a routine
string of kidnappings and ﬁnds himself targeted by a ruthless adversary.
Joanna Flynn was lucky to be alive. Twice
in a matter of minutes she almost died on
a patch of oil-slicked highway. But when
the doctors told her that she would suﬀer
no lasting eﬀects, they were wrong. For
that night the dream began... It was only
of a house perched high above the sea, of
a ticking clock and the lingering scent of
roses. Yet night after night it awoke Joanna with a sense of panic. Its terror lingered
throughout her days, urging her to do
something—but what? Then two strangers
on the street called her Caroline, and Joanna knew she had to ﬁnd an explanation for
what was happening, or she'd lose her
mind. What she ﬁnally uncovered was an
obituary for a woman named Caroline
McKenna—a woman who looked enough
like her to be her twin, a woman who was
killed in a car accident on the same day
Joanna should have perished. Now her torturous nightmares and a tenuous connection have brought Joanna three thousand
miles across country to the town where
Caroline lived--and died. Almost everyone
has stories to tell about Cliﬀside's leading
lady, and yet no one seems to have known
her. Was she the shy wife or the seductress of men? The devoted mother or the
selﬁsh beauty? Too soon Joanna realizes
that it's not her sanity at stake, but her
life. For unraveling the mystery of Caroline
means uncovering the secrets in this picturesque town, secrets someone may have
killed to hide. And that someone appears
all too willing to kill again.
When part of a murdered body is discovered on a running trail in a sleepy Tennessee town, three agents from the FBI's
elite Special Crimes Unit are dispatched to
investigate and discover an unearthly series of killings, in a conclusion to a trilogy
that includes Blood Sins and Blood
Dreams. Reprint.
Things have started to scare Nellie
Cavendish. Crows gather near her, electronics short out when she touches them,
when she's upset it storms, and she's tormented by nightmares. The only clue to
the goings-on she has is a mysterious letter from her father, sent ten years after
his death. The letter calls her to Salem,
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where she must stop some unnamed evil.
FBI agent Grayson Sheridan has learned
not to be surprised by the macabre. But
Salem is diﬀerent. His undercover partner
has vanished, and he feels that something
deadly is hiding in the town. Nellie could
be the only one who can help.
A stunning beauty with an air of seductive
innocence, Kendall James looks like the
proverbial dumb blonde—and she plays
the part to perfection. But it's all an act of
self-preservation, for her lovely face belies
the experience of a woman who's seen too
much...a woman who's traveled the world
and said one too many goodbyes. Now, on
an island paradise, Kendall is about to
meet her match: a sexy, determined, discerning man who'll see beyond her sultry
facade to the frightened woman beneath.
Hawke Madison will slowly strip away her
defenses, and by the time she awakens to
the danger, it will be much too late to run.
This is a passionate story ﬁlled with all the
humor and tenderness that Kay Hooper's
fans have come to expect—a story that explores the loneliness of heartbreak and the
searing, transforming power of love.
A town in the thrall of evil. A summons
that can't be ignored. The Special Crimes
Unit returns in a nail-biting novel from
"New York Times"-bestselling author Hooper, available in a tall Premium Edition.
Since the 1990s, critics and curators have
broadly accepted the notion that participatory art is the ultimate political art: that by
encouraging an audience to take part an
artist can promote new emancipatory social relations. Around the world, the champions of this form of expression are numerous, ranging from art historians such as
Grant Kester, curators such as Nicolas
Bourriaud and Nato Thompson, to performance theorists such as Shannon Jackson.
Artiﬁcial Hells is the ﬁrst historical and theoretical overview of socially engaged participatory art, known in the US as “social
practice.” Claire Bishop follows the trajectory of twentieth-century art and examines
key moments in the development of a participatory aesthetic. This itinerary takes in
Futurism and Dada; the Situationist International; Happenings in Eastern Europe, Argentina and Paris; the 1970s Community
Arts Movement; and the Artists Placement
Group. It concludes with a discussion of
long-term educational projects by contemporary artists such as Thomas Hirschhorn,
Tania Bruguera, Pawe? Althamer and Paul
Chan. Since her controversial essay in Artforum in 2006, Claire Bishop has been one
of the few to challenge the political and
aesthetic ambitions of participatory art. In
Artiﬁcial Hells, she not only scrutinizes the
emancipatory claims made for these projects, but also provides an alternative to
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the ethical (rather than artistic) criteria invited by such artworks. Artiﬁcial Hells calls
for a less prescriptive approach to art and
politics, and for more compelling, troubling
and bolder forms of participatory art and
criticism.
An agent for the FBI's Special Crimes Unit
in the middle of an undercover operation,
Riley Crane awakens alone, covered in
blood, with no memory of the past two
weeks of her life, and unable to distinguish
friend from foe. By the author of Chill of
Fear. Reprint.
Originally published in 2002 by G.P. Putnam's Sons.
What if you can enter a madman’s cruel
mind as he plans his vicious crimes? What
if you can see the terriﬁed face of his prey
as he moves in for the kill—but you can’t
stop his frenzy once he strikes? Psychic
Cassie Neill helps the L.A. police catch
killers—until she makes a terrible mistake
and an innocent child dies. Cassie ﬂees to
a small North Carolina town, hoping that a
quiet life will silence the voices that invade
her unwilling mind. But Cassie’s abilities
know few boundaries. And she’s become
certain—as no one else can be—that a
murderer is stalking Ryan’s Bluﬀ. It's his
fury that Cassie senses ﬁrst, then his foul
thoughts and perverse excitement. Yet
she doesn't know who he is or where he
will strike. The sheriﬀ won't even listen to
her—until the ﬁrst body is found exactly
where and how she predicted. Now a suspect herself, she races desperately to unmask the killer in the only way she knows:
by entering his twisted mind. Her every
step is loaded with fear and uncertainty . .
. because if he senses her within him, he’ll
trap her there, so deep she’ll never ﬁnd
her way out.
Someone is stalking the little town of Silence. Three victims have fallen to a
killer’s savage vengeance. Each of the
dead men was a successful and respected
member of the community—yet each also
harbored a dark secret discovered only after his murder. Were their deaths the ultimate punishment for those secrets? Or
something even more sinister? Nell Gallagher has come home to Silence more
than a decade after leaving one dark night
with her own painful secrets. Forced now
by family duty to return, she has also
come home to settle with the past. But
past and present tangle in a murderer’s vicious attacks, and to ﬁnd the answers she
needs, Nell must call on the psychic skills
that drove her away years before. She
must risk her own life and sanity, and regain the trust of the man she left behind
so long ago. For the killer she seeks is
seeking her, watching her every move,
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preying upon her every vulnerability—and
already so close she’ll never see death
coming . . .
Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant oﬀers the widest selection of ondemand, accessible format editions on the
market today. Our 7 diﬀerent sizes of
EasyRead are optimized by increasing the
font size and spacing between the words
and the letters. We partner with leading
publishers around the globe. Our goal is to
have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that
all readers can have access to the books
they want to read. To ﬁnd more books in
your
format
visit
www.readhowyouwant.com
A Guide to Navigate Evangelical Feminism
In a society where gender roles are a hotbutton topic, the church is not immune to
the controversy. In fact, the church has
wrestled with varying degrees of evangelical feminism for decades. As evangelical
feminism has crept into the church, timetrusted resources like Recovering Biblical
Manhood and Womanhood help remind
Christians of what the Bible has to say. In
this edition of the award-winning best seller, more than 20 inﬂuential men and women such as John Piper, Wayne Grudem, D.
A. Carson, and Elisabeth Elliot oﬀer
thought-provoking essays responding to
the challenge egalitarianism poses to life
in the church and in the home. Covering
topics like role distinctions in the church,
how biblical manhood and womanhood
should work out in practice, and women in
the history of the church, this helpful resource will help readers learn to orient
their beliefs with God’s unchanging word
in an ever-changing culture.
With a priceless collection at stake...Is everything for the taking? It had taken centuries for Max Bannister’s family to acquire
their treasures, and now he’s been asked
to risk his collection as bait for a master
criminal. For his own reasons, Max allows
a public exhibition, and to protect the family fortune he must rely on the skills of his
half brother—a world-class security expert—and his smart and savvy exhibit director, Morgan West. But almost immediately, Morgan comes face-to-face with the
mysterious Quinn, Interpol’s most wanted
thief for the past decade—and a man who
makes it very clear he has an eye on the
Bannister collection. And if that’s not
enough, Morgan begins to realize that
she’s surrounded by secrets and lies, and
that someone very close to Max is moving
behind the scenes, intent on murder as
well as robbery...someone whose ultimate
plan threatens to ruin them all.
A riveting, deeply personal account of his-
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tory in the making—from the president
who inspired us to believe in the power of
democracy #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAACP IMAGE AWARD NOMINEE
• NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington
Post • Jennifer Szalai, The New York Times
• NPR • The Guardian • Marie Claire In the
stirring, highly anticipated ﬁrst volume of
his presidential memoirs, Barack Obama
tells the story of his improbable odyssey
from young man searching for his identity
to leader of the free world, describing in
strikingly personal detail both his political
education and the landmark moments of
the ﬁrst term of his historic presidency—a
time of dramatic transformation and turmoil. Obama takes readers on a compelling journey from his earliest political aspirations to the pivotal Iowa caucus victory
that demonstrated the power of grassroots
activism to the watershed night of November 4, 2008, when he was elected 44th
president of the United States, becoming
the ﬁrst African American to hold the nation’s highest oﬃce. Reﬂecting on the
presidency, he oﬀers a unique and thoughtful exploration of both the awesome reach
and the limits of presidential power, as
well as singular insights into the dynamics
of U.S. partisan politics and international
diplomacy. Obama brings readers inside
the Oval Oﬃce and the White House Situation Room, and to Moscow, Cairo, Beijing,
and points beyond. We are privy to his
thoughts as he assembles his cabinet,
wrestles with a global ﬁnancial crisis,
takes the measure of Vladimir Putin, overcomes seemingly insurmountable odds to
secure passage of the Aﬀordable Care Act,
clashes with generals about U.S. strategy
in Afghanistan, tackles Wall Street reform,
responds to the devastating Deepwater
Horizon blowout, and authorizes Operation
Neptune’s Spear, which leads to the death
of Osama bin Laden. A Promised Land is
extraordinarily intimate and introspective—the story of one man’s bet with history, the faith of a community organizer tested on the world stage. Obama is candid
about the balancing act of running for
oﬃce as a Black American, bearing the expectations of a generation buoyed by messages of “hope and change,” and meeting
the moral challenges of high-stakes decision-making. He is frank about the forces
that opposed him at home and abroad,
open about how living in the White House
aﬀected his wife and daughters, and unafraid to reveal self-doubt and disappointment. Yet he never wavers from his belief
that inside the great, ongoing American experiment, progress is always possible. This

beautifully written and powerful book captures Barack Obama’s conviction that
democracy is not a gift from on high but
something founded on empathy and common understanding and built together, day
by day.
Haven operative Luther Brinkman and
Agent Callie Davis discover that they’re
the ones being hunted in this Bishop/Special Crimes Unit thriller from New York
Times bestselling author Kay Hooper.
Haven operative Luther Brinkman has
been sent into the wilderness of the Appalachian Mountains to locate escaped
bank robber Cole Jacoby—an assignment
that leaves Brinkman severely injured,
alone, and with no way to convey his location to Haven. Luckily, Agent Callie Davis
of the FBI’s Special Crimes Unit is already
closing in. But when she ﬁnds the wounded Brinkman, the rescue mission is far
from over. What neither Luther nor Callie
knows is that their quarry is more than an
escaped felon. In hunting him, they will
ﬁnd themselves being hunted by
him—deep in the unfamiliar wilds of Tennessee—and will discover the worst monster either of them has ever known.
"Trinity Nichols, Deacon James, and an odd
band of FBI agents must work together to
solve a series of disturbances so incredible
that Trinity, and the town of Sociable, Georgia, will be changed forever"-"FBI agents Savich and Sherlock must discover who is trying to murder eighty-six-year-old Venus Rasmussen, a powerful, wealthy society icon. They soon ﬁnd
out that the danger may be closer than expected... Meanwhile, Special Agent Cam
Wittier leaves Washington for Los Angeles
to work with local Detective Daniel Montoya to lead the hunt for the Starlet Slasher, a serial killer who has cut the throats of
ﬁve young actresses. When a sixth young
actress is murdered, Cam comes to realize
the truth might be closer than she'd ever
want to believe."-After a madman starts to abduct women
and blind them, police sketch artist Maggie Barnes must confront the truth both
about her eerily accurate crime scene
drawings and about her past, which links
her to the current crimes.
Terror waits just out of sight Hiding In The
Shadows Accident victim Faith Parker has
done what her doctors feared she never
would: awakened from the coma that held
her prisoner for weeks. But she has no memory of the crash that nearly killed her—or
the life that led up to it. Nor does she remember journalist Dinah Leighton, the
steadfast friend who visited her in the hospital...until she disappeared without a
trace. Now as Faith begins to regain her
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strength, she's shocked by intimate
dreams of a man she doesn't recognize
and tortured by visions of violence that
feel painfully real. Something inexplicable
ties her lost memories to Dinah's chilling
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fate. But even as Faith tries to understand
the connection and reach out to save Dinah, death is stalking both women. And
one of them will not escape its lethal
grasp. FBI agent Noah Bishop has a rare
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gift for seeing what others do not, a gift
that helps him solve the most puzzling cases. Now, read more of his electrifying adventures in two stand-alone tales of
psychic suspense.

